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Topics
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Overcoming Adversity
Personal Growth
Sales
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Virtual

About Anthony Trucks
Anthony Trucks is a former NFL Athlete, American Ninja Warrior on NBC, international speaker, host of the Aww Shift & Shift Starter Podcasts, author,
and founder of Identity Shift coaching.
After being put into foster care at the age of 3, being adopted into an all-white family at the age of 14, losing his NFL career to injury and more, Anthony
learned early in life how to shift with the changes. Given his background, he shouldn’t have achieved the things he did. It shouldn’t have been possible for
him to become an NFL athlete or a successful entrepreneur, but Anthony wasn’t willing to settle. His entire life has been about beating the odds and
redefining what’s possible given the cards he was dealt with. His personal mission is to help others understand their past and present so they can shift
their identity, elevate their life and business, and take control of their lives.
By teaching audiences how to turn roadblocks and obstacles into opportunities, Anthony inspires and teaches people to unlock their full potential and
achieve success and happiness. A healthier life, better relationships, a successful career, more money – whatever the goal, let Anthony provide you with
the road map to Shift into Success!
Select Keynotes
The Shift Starter: You're Only One Shift Away from Your Full Potential
I d e a l A u d i e n c e : Corporate and General Audiences and can be tailored for Leadership, Sales, and your Specific Industry
V a l u e : Increase productivity for yourself and your employees which leads to more bottom-line income
Whether you’re struggling in your career or dealing with a major life challenge, there’s no shortage of advice on how to find success and
happiness. But while you can find countless tools, strategies, and even motivation from outside sources, they rarely lead to the life-changing
results we seek. That’s because the biggest obstacle standing between you and the life you want is you.
Anthony Trucks learned this from an early age. Having entered foster care at the age of three, Anthony was adopted by an all-white family when
he was 14 and, for the first time ever, had the chance to play football. Though far behind in skill, he loved the game and decided he wanted to be
one of the greats. Although the odds were against him—he’d learned that 75% of prison inmates were once foster kids like him—he decided his
identity in life was not going to be determined by some statistic. With determination, drive, and hard work, he received a scholarship to play
college football, which led to a career in the NFL. After an injury cut his NFL career short, it was this same mentality that helped him become a
successful entrepreneur, father, and husband.
Anthony now shows people how to unlock their potential for success and happiness, by making their own “identity shift.” In this inspirational
keynote, he shares his personal story of adversity—foster care, an NFL career cut short, near bankruptcy, and divorce—and how the power of selfbelief helped him overcome it all. He teaches audiences how to shift the thoughts and beliefs they have about themselves—i.e., their identity—to
overcome life’s challenges. With stories about family, football, and facing your fears, Anthony will inspire your audience to turn their biggest
obstacles into their greatest opportunities!
TAKEAWAYS
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In this program, you’ll learn:
How to be resilient to change, roadblocks and obstacles by doing things the H.A.R. D. way
How to design and become your “ideal identity”
The psychology behind how our thoughts and self-beliefs get “programmed” by our past experiences
What “identity walls” are and how to recognize yours
Do you identify as a person that communicates well?
Do you handle yourself when faced with conflict?
Do you approach unknown situations?
Do you handle constructive feedback?
Are you the kind of person that goes above and beyond from a personal pride standpoint?
Make Shift Happen: How to Up Your Game & Elevate Your Success in Life
I d e a l A u d i e n c e: Corporate and General Audiences and can be tailored for Leadership, Sales, and your Specific Industry
V a l u e : Increase productivity for yourself and your employees which leads to more bottom-line income

Whether it’s to start a business, become an author, or reach the top of Mt. Everest, we all have big goals in life. But many of us spend more time
talking about the things we want to do, than actually doing them. Yet every day we’re surrounded by people who achieve really big goals. From
entrepreneurs to athletes, we all have someone we admire for the elite level of success they’ve achieved. But why were they so successful, when
so many of us fall short of our goals time after time?
As a former NFL football player, American Ninja Warrior, and successful entrepreneur, Anthony Trucks knows it takes an incredible amount of
work to achieve big goals and elite levels of success. But many times, there’s a gap between what we want to achieve and what we believe we’re
actually capable of achieving. Anthony says these “identity gaps” keep us from reaching our goals, because they limit the amount of effort, we
put toward achieving them.
In this insightful and engaging program, Anthony shares how we can close the gap and achieve our biggest goals. Learn the six core “identity
drivers” — beliefs, actions, thoughts, ego, mindset, and habits — and how elite performers use them to reach higher levels of success in their
career, their relationships, and in life. Get ready to Make Shift Happen!
TAKEAWAYS
In this program, you’ll learn:
How our beliefs are linked to our behavior and how we perform each day
What the “identity gap” is and how it’s keeping you from achieving your biggest goals in life
The 6 “identity drivers” and how they influence whether we achieve our goals—or not
How to use the “see, shift & sustain” method to achieve long-term success
How to develop habits that help make achieving your goal easier
How to identify your “income identity” and how you can change it
Do you identify as a person that communicates well?
Do you handle yourself when faced with conflict?
Do you approach unknown situations?
Do you handle constructive feedback?
Are you the kind of person that goes above and beyond from a personal pride standpoint?

Culture Shift How to Leverage Your Team's Diversity to Achieve More...Together
I d e a l A u d i e n c e: Corporate and General Audiences but can be tailored for a Specific Industry
V a l u e : Increase profitability by improving communication, empathy and understanding learned by identifying with your co-workers
Research has shown that companies with diverse and inclusive workplaces are better at attracting and retaining talent, engaging employees,
and innovating new ideas and products than companies without them. It’s no wonder that “diversity” and “inclusion” are topics on almost every
business leader’s mind.
But for Anthony Trucks, these aren’t just trending topics; they’re the very foundation of his life story.
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After entering foster care at the age of three, Anthony was finally adopted when he was 14 years old—by a poor, all-white family. As the only
black member of his new family, he learned early on that in spite of being different he wasn’t less loved or valued as part of the family. In fact,
the unconditional love he received from his adopted family became a driving force in his life. Anthony’s experiences playing football in college
and the NFL, as well as his interracial marriage, further shaped his beliefs about how diversity and inclusion affect the bonds between both
individuals and teams.
In this eye-opening and humorous program, Anthony shares his personal stories, experiences, and perspectives on diversity, inclusion, and
racism. He teaches audiences lessons and tactics that can be used immediately to foster better communication, connection, and
understanding between diverse individuals and teams. Anthony’s mission is to inspire people and organizations to build stronger bonds,
celebrate differences, and achieve greater success...together.
TAKEAWAYS
In this program, you’ll learn:
The effects of diversity on your organization’s bottom line
How to create a more inclusive culture & help people feel valued for who they are
How to value individual differences and team goals at the same time
Tactics for better communication and connection between team members
Do you identify as a person that communicates well?
Do you handle yourself when faced with conflict?
Do you approach unknown situations?
Do you handle constructive feedback?
Are you the kind of person that goes above and beyond from a personal pride standpoint?
Select Book Titles
2 0 2 1: Identity Shift: Upgrade How You Operate to Elevate Your Life
2 0 1 4: Trust Your Hustle Pt.1: A Life Forged By Fire
Select Articles
Trust Your Hustle (in all you do).
If I don't have faith in myself, I cannot move – I'm not even going to take the first step.”
From Foster Care to the NFL: Inside Anthony Trucks' Road to 'American Ninja Warrior'
Anthony Trucks was 3 years old when his mother surrendered him to foster care. Shuffled from home to home, the Antioch resident and former
NFL pro says he experienced years of mental and physical abuse in the system before being adopted at the age of 14.
Anthony Trucks Wiki: An Inspiring Road to Becoming a Motivational Speaker
He was put into the foster system when he was just three years old. So, with his three siblings, the toddler had to learn just how difficult and
unfair life could be. Truck says that felt “alone, unprepared for the future, unwanted, scared, unsure and essentially on an island.” Before his
sixth birthday, Trucks was physically and mentally abused, tortured, starved, and treated like he was “less than human.”
How many people will be at your funeral?
This article is written about Anthony by Joe Desena, the creator of the Spartan Race sponsored by Reebok.
Former NFL play tackles American Ninja Warrior
A look into the life of Anthony leading up to his American Ninja Warrior debut on NBC
From Foster Care to the NFL: Inside Anthony Trucks' Road to 'American Ninja Warrior'
An article all about Anthony on American Ninja Warrior
Select Testimonials
As a conference event manager for T-Mobile, I would like to share with anyone looking for a keynote speaker… you must consider Anthony
Trucks. Anthony blew us all away at our recent Day of Learning event. The message Anthony delivered was personalized and customized and it
was motivating, inspiring and captivating. Most importantly his message was clear, concise, actionable, structured and he was laser focused
on building the skills of resilience and how to S.H.I.F.T your mindset. Our employees (approximately 7,000 that chose to participate) literally
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could not get enough and our survey feedback was overwhelmingly positive. I would highly recommend Anthony Trucks for any conference, if
his topics are a fit, and I truly believe he would be successful with any audience on any size stage! Anthony partnered with our team, took
detailed feedback in stride, did all his T-Mobile research and he delivered for us big time. Anthony Trucks was nothing but a pleasure to work
with and he is no doubt a great human!
— - Sr. Program Manager of Learning & Development @ T-Mobile

I just wanted to let you know that Anthony was great! He arrived with plenty of time had a great and infectious attitude, was easy to work with,
and when our attendance was less then desirable he was able to adapt and make it something truly special for those in attendance. I would
really love to have him come back to our campus in the fall next year and work wit athletics to make him their NCAA required speaker! Not a
thing to complain about he was great to work with! Thank you and have a great day.
— Austin Westmeyer Campus Attractions | Spotlight Coordinator

We had a wonderful experience working with Anthony Trucks for our luncheon. Couldn't say enough great things about him and how he
connected with our audience and donors. He went above and beyond, scheduling a phone call to discuss our needs for the event, attended a VIP
patron party and made time to share his experience and meet some of the children Dallas CASA directly serves. He couldn't have been nicer
and more personable. His performance at the luncheon was flawless, the audience was engaged the entire time, he was prepared, punctual, and
engaging. The CASA staff and Board of Directors enjoyed the time spent with him, and received great feedback from the guests of the event.
We would bring him back in a heartbeat!
— CASA, Michelle Mia

Anthony Trucks was an excellent opening keynote speaker for our Executive Conference. From the time we hired him, he was easy to work with,
personable, and laid back. His content and presentation were professional, yet included the honesty and candor that is greatly appreciated by
many attendees. He was a homerun and we have already hired him for another event!
— Director of Corporate Services for MEA Energy Association

Anthony Trucks was a very dynamic and engaging speaker at our youth conference. We had a large group of youth that consisted of children,
teenagers and young adults ages 7 and older at this event. Anthony was able to easily get everybody's attention and keep them engaged as he
shared motivational stories of his childhood, growing pains as a teenager and coming of age as an young adult. The youth in attendance were
able to relate to his stories and everybody really enjoyed his presentation. Everybody in attendance was captivated by his delivery and we did not
have any behavior issues with any of the students. He also spoke to our youth in smaller groups when we broke up everybody into smaller
groups based on their age. He did so well that I believe another local school contracted him to present the month after our event. I would really
recommend Mr. Trucks for any youth event or activity. Let me know if you needed any more info.
— IVROP Project, Luis Torres

"Trucks was one of the best public speakers I've ever heard. Kudos to a job well done." "Absolutely a superb speaker. Thank you Anthony!" "He
really was an amazing speaker." "Fabulous speech Anthony!!!!!!!!!!!" "Anthony, your remarks were inspiring and motivating encouraging us all to
help those we may never meet to thrive!!" "A lot of foster kids would relate to your story. Thanks for sharing your deepest emotions. It wasn't
easy because you relive the emotions. Yet, sharing does make us all more human and we can forgive. My children are adopted and we work
through a lot all the time. It's never stagnant. I wish they had been there to listen to you. A working progress is how we see our lives. Respect a
lot. xx" As of yesterday, we received $16,800 from the raise-your-hand "auction" you lead, with more checks coming in each day. Because of this,
we surpassed the allusive level of raising over $200,000 in one day's event!!!!! (sponsorships, silent and online auctions, wine pull, raffle, ticket
sales....and the live auction put us over the top!) A million thanks!
— Jenny Keleher, CASA San Mateo - Guests Responses from event

Anthony Trucks is an engaging storyteller and a motivating speaker that knows how to connect with his audience and inspire them to “make
shift” happen. From the moment I reviewed his bio, I knew he was the perfect speaker for our Recent College Grad (RCG) conference, and he
did not disappoint. Anthony was professional and attentive to the details of our program's mission and vision and he made sure he delivered a
cohesive message using real-life experiences. Our RCGs related to his presentation and enjoyed his interactive style that kept them involved
and on their feet. Working with Anthony was a true pleasure, and he went above and beyond to make sure everything went well including
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attending several meetings to discuss the conference's goals and understand what is important to our company, personally meeting me to
deliver signed books so we could get it out to our attendees on time, and attending technical speaker checks prior to the engagement to make
sure audio and video issues were addressed. I appreciate and admire Anthony's work ethic, passion, and drive to his clients and his audience.
We thank Anthony for an amazing experience that reminded us that hustle, grit, and the belief in ourselves can help anyone succeed through
change and transformation, especially in 2020!
— Manager, Global University Experience, PayPal

Select Client Feedback
We had a wonderful experience working with Anthony Trucks for our luncheon. Couldn't say enough great things about him and how he
connected with our audience and donors. He went above and beyond, scheduling a phone call to discuss our needs for the event, attended a VIP
patron party and made time to share his experience and meet some of the children Dallas CASA directly serves. He couldn't have been nicer
and more personable. His performance at the luncheon was flawless, the audience was engaged the entire time, he was prepared, punctual and
engaging. The CASA staff and Board of Directors enjoyed the time spent with him, and received great feedback from the guests of the event.
We would bring him back in a heartbeat!
— M i c h e l l e M i a CASA
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